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1.1. INTRODUCTION

1.1.1. Polymers and Plastics

Plastics are indispensable contemporary materials used in nearly all areas of
daily life, and their production and fabrication are major worldwide industries.
The key word related to plastics is polymers , organic substances that are built
up by small molecules (monomers) joined together with covalent bonds and
forming long carbon or heteroatom chains (macromolecules). There may be hun-
dreds, thousands, ten thousands, or more monomers linked together in a polymer
molecule, as noted by the Greek root of the word polymer , meaning “many
parts.” Plastics are highly modified polymeric materials that have been or can
readily be formed or molded into useful shapes, and a typical commercial plastic
resin may contain one or more polymers in addition to various additives and
fillers.

Although humankind has used natural polymers, such as animal skins, silk,
cellulose, and natural rubber since prehistoric times, the birth of plastics may
be traced back to the mid-nineteenth century. More specifically, the true nature
of polymer molecules was elucidated in 1920 by the pioneering work of Her-
man Staudinger, who proposed and defended the macromolecular structure of
polymers, differing from the then- prevailing theory that polymers are colloids.
Distinct milestones in plastics history (Fig. 1.1) include development of the
vulcanization process by Charles Goodyear, transforming the latex of natural
rubber to a useful elastomer for tire use; the invention of celluloid, the first
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Fig. 1.1. Major milestones in plastics history.
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humanmade thermoplastic, created from nitrocellulose and camphor by John Wes-
ley Hyatt; the invention by Leo Baekeland of Bakelite (phenol–formaldehyde
resin), which is used due to its excellent thermal and electric insulating prop-
erties; the preparation of nylon, an exotic polymer at that time, by Wallace
Carothers, who was working at Du Pont during the 1920s and 1930s; and the
development of low-pressure catalysts by Ziegler and Natta, which led to the
commercialization of polypropylene as a major commodity plastic [1,2]. The
last 30 years of plastics development involve progress in polymer chemistry as
well as in modification, processing, and fabrication, allowing plastic materials to
be shaped at low cost while achieving the desired functionality and characteris-
tics.

The plastics industry is about the same size as that of metals, accounting
globally for $120 billion in 2002 for the five major thermoplastics [polyethy-
lenes, polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC), and
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET)] [3]. Plastics are widely used in commodity
products (e.g., textiles, tires, packaging) as well as for engineering materials in the
transportation, electrical and electronic, medical, chemical, and biotech industries
(Fig. 1.2). Therefore, it is not a false reflection to say that we live in a plastic
world, where the characteristics and advantages of plastics render them preferred
materials for consumer durables and constructive applications, based on careful
end-product design and assessment of the pertinent manufacturing capabilities
and costs.

The corollary of all the aforementioned applications is that global plastic
consumption was 230,000 kilotons in 2005. In Europe it was estimated at
106 kg/capita, based on 2001 data, with a prediction of a 50% increase by 2010,
and in the United States it was 121 kg/capita in 2001 with a 47% increase
projected for 2010 [4]. Plastics segmentation in Western Europe for 2004
revealed that packaging is the biggest single sector, at 37% of total plastics
demand, followed by building and construction applications at 20%. In addition
to automotive uses (7.5%) and E&E applications (7.5%), there is also a large
range of other applications (29%), including agriculture, household, medical
devices, toys, leisure, and sports goods [5].

1.1.2. Polymerization Processes

Polymers, the core of plastics, are prepared by a process known as polymeriza-
tion , which involves the chemical combination of monomers. The polymerization
mechanism is widely used as a criterion for polymer classification. Accordingly,
during the development of polymer science, polymers were classified as either
condensation or addition, based on structural and compositional differences, a
scheme attributed to W. Carothers, the inventor of nylon. Condensation polymers
are formed from polyfunctional monomers through various organic chemistry
reactions, resulting in joining the repeating units by bonds of one type, such
as ester, amide, urethane, sulfide, and ether linkages. In most cases, the con-
densation reaction is followed by the liberation of small molecules (by-product,
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Fig. 1.2. Main attributes and examples of plastics applications.

condensate), such as water in the case of polyamides. On the other hand, addition
polymers are formed from monomers without the loss of a small molecule; con-
sequently, the repeating unit has the same composition as the monomer and does
not contain functional groups as part of the backbone chain. Typical examples of
condensation and addition polymers are depicted in Table 1.1.

Some years later than Carothers, Flory [6] highlighted the variations in
the mechanism through which polymer molecules are built up, distinguishing
between step- and chain-growth polymers. Step-growth polymers are formed
by the stepwise reaction between functional groups of the reactants, and the
size of polymer molecules increases at a relatively low rate, proceeding slowly
from monomer to dimer, trimer, tetramer, pentamer, and so on. As a result,
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TABLE 1.1. Typical Condensation and Addition Polymers

Condensation Polymers

Characteristic
Polymer Linkage Indicative Repeating Units

Polyamides
(PAs) C

O

N

H

Poly(tetramethylene oxamide) (PA 42)
— [HN(CH2)4NHCOCO]—

Poly(tetramethylene adipamide) (PA 46)
— [HN(CH2)4NHCO(CH2)4CO]—

Poly(hexamethylene adipamide) (PA 66)
— [HN(CH2)6NHCO(CH2)4CO]—

Poly(hexamethylene sebacamide) (PA 610)
— [HN(CH2)6NHCO(CH2)8CO]—

Poly(dodecamethylene adipamide) (PA 126)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

Linear
PAs
(nylons)

— [HN(CH2)12NHCO(CH2)4CO]—
Poly(dodecamethylene sebacamide) (PA 1210)

— [HN(CH2)12NHCO(CH2)8CO]—
Polycaproamide (PA 6)

— [HN(CH2)5CO]—
Polyundecanamide (PA 11)

— [HN(CH2)10CO]—
Polydodecanamide (PA 12)

— [HN(CH2)11CO]—
Poly(m-phenylene isophthalamide) (Nomex)

NH
NH

C

O
C

O

Poly(p-phenylene terephthalamide) (Kevlar)

NH NH C

O

C

O

Polyesters
(PEs) C

O

O

Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET)

O C

O

C

O

O CH2 CH2

Poly(butylene terephthalate) (PBT)

O C

O

C

O

O CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2

(Continued overleaf)
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TABLE 1.1. (Continued )

Condensation Polymers

Characteristic
Polymer Linkage Indicative Repeating Units

Poly(ethylene naphthalate) (PEN)

C

C

O

O

O

O

CH2CH

Poly(dimethylene cyclohexane terephthalate)
(PCT)

C C

O O

O O CH2 CH2

Polycarbonate
(PCs) C

O

OO

Poly(bisphenol A carbonate) (BPA-PC)

C

CH3

CH3

O C

O

O

Polyurethane
(isocyanate
polymers)

C

O

N

H

O

Polyurethane (Perlon U or Igamid U)

C

O

NH (CH2)6 NH C

O

O (CH2)4 O

Addition Polymers

Polymer Structure

Polyethylene (PE)
CH2CH2

Polypropylene (PP)
2

H
CCH

CH3

Poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC)
CH2

H
C

Cl
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH)

CH2
H
C

OH
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TABLE 1.1. (Continued )

Addition Polymers

Polymer Structure

Poly(vinyl acetate) (PVA)
CH2

H
C

O

C

CH3

O

Polystyrene (PS)
CH2

H
C

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)

CH2 C

C

CH3

O
O
CH3

high-molecular-weight polymer is formed only near the end of polymerization
(i.e., at high monomer conversion, typically greater than 98%). Chain-growth
polymers are prepared in the presence of an initiator, so as to provide reacting
species (e.g., free radicals, cations, or anions), which act as reaction centers, and
polymerization occurs by successive additions of a large number of monomer
molecules in the chain, usually over a short period.

According to Flory’s theory [6], step-growth polymerization kinetics can be
described as either second or third order, assuming equal reactivity of the func-
tional end groups (i.e., the intrinsic reactivity of all reactive moieties is constant
and independent of molecular size). The overall reaction rate is expressed as a
rate of decrease in the monomer concentration, and the reaction order depends on
whether a catalyst is involved. For a bimolecular stepwise equilibrium reaction
a–A–a/b–B–b type (functional groups a and b) [equation (1.1)], the reaction rate
is given by (1.2) and (1.3) for catalyzed (second order) and uncatalyzed (third
order) polymerization, respectively. It should be noted that certain step-growth
polymerizations are self-catalyzed, so third-order kinetics indicate that one of the
functional groups exhibits catalytic behavior [e.g., group b in (1.3)], and thus its
effect on polymerization must be included in the rate equation. In addition, the
reverse (depolymerization) reaction term can be ignored when the condensation
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by-product is removed continuously as it is formed.

na − A − a + nb − B − b
kf�
kr

a − [AB]n − b + (2n − 1)ab (1.1)

r = −d[a]

dt
= −d[b]

dt
= kf [a][b][catalyst] − kr [AB][ab]

[ab] = 0−−−−−→ −d[b]

dt

= k2[a][b] (1.2)

r = −d[a]

dt
= −d[b]

dt
= kf [a][b][b] − kr [AB][ab]

[ab] = 0−−−−−→ −d[b]

dt

= k3[a][b]2 (1.3)

where kf is the rate constant for polymerization, kr(kf /Keq) the rate constant
for depolymerization, Keq the equilibrium constant, k2 = kf [catalyst] the rate
constant for catalyzed polymerization (second order), k3 the rate constant for
uncatalyzed polymerization (third order), and [a] and [b] the functional group con-
centrations (i.e., [a] = 2[a − A − a] and [b] = 2[b − B − b], where [a − A − a]
and [b − B − b] are the concentrations of the bifunctional monomers). Integra-
tion of (1.2) and (1.3) differs according to whether the functional groups are in
equimolar stoichiometry, resulting in relevant kinetic expressions for catalyzed
and uncatalyzed step-growth polymerization (Table 1.2).

TABLE 1.2. Kinetic Expressions for Step-Growth Polymerization

Polymerization
Integrated Kinetic Conversion

Expressions and Degree

[a] = [b] = c
Catalyzed

reaction

1
ct

− 1
c0

= k2t,
1

(1−pt )
− 1 = Xn − 1 = c0k2t pt = c0−ct

c0

Uncatalyzed
reaction

1
c2
t

− 1
c2

0
= 2k3t,

1
(1−pt )2 − 1 = Xn

2 − 1 = 2c2
0k3t Xn = 1

1−pt

where k2 and k3 are the reaction rate constants for second- and third-
order kinetics, c0 the initial concentration of a or b groups, ct the
concentration of a or b groups at any given time t , Xn the number-
average degree of polymerization, and pt the polymerization conversion.

[a] �= [b], [a] < [b], r = [a]0
[b]0

Catalyzed
reaction

1
[b]0−[a]0

ln [b]t [a]0
[b]0[a]t

= k2t pt = [a]0−[a]t
[a]0

Uncatalyzed
reaction

1
([b]0−[a]0)2 ln [b]t [a]0

[a]t [b]0
− 1

[b]0−[a]0

(
1

[b]t
− 1

[b]0

)
= k3t Xn = 1+r

1+r−2rpt

where [a]0 and [b]0 are the initial concentrations of groups a and b, and
[a]t and [b]t are the concentrations of groups a and b at any given time t .
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Chain-growth polymerization requires the presence of initiating species that
can be used to attach monomer molecules in the beginning of polymeriza-
tion. Free-radical, anionic, and cationic chain-growth polymerizations share three
common steps: initiation, propagation, and termination, which are described by
kinetics [7]. For instance, in the case of free-radical polymerization, initiation
may be represented by two steps: the formation of radicals (R

•
) and the reaction

of R
•

with monomer (M). Due to the fact that the formation of free radicals is the
slowest step and therefore rate controlling, the rate of initiation (ri) is described
through

I
slow−−−→ nR

•

R
• + M

fast−−−→ RM
•

ri = d[R
•
]

dt
⇒ −d[I]

dt
= kd [I] (1.4)

where kd is the dissociation rate constant and n is the number of free radicals
R

•
(n = 1 or 2) formed during the breakdown of one molecule of the initiator I.

The propagation step can be represented by a single general reaction, and the
relevant rate expression is

M
•
i + M

kp−−−→M
•
i+1

rp = −d[M]

dt
= kp[M][M

•
] (1.5)

where kp is the propagation rate constant and [M
•
] is the total concentration of

all radical species ([M
•
] = ∑∞

i=1 [M
•
i ]).

Termination occurs through combination or disproportionation and the reaction
rate is, respectively,

rt = −d[M
•
]

dt
= kt [M

•
]2 (1.6)

where kt is the overall rate constant for termination.
At steady-state conditions, (d[R

•
]/dt = −d[M

•
]/dt), the rate of polymer-

ization is

rp = −d[M]

dt
= kp[M]

(
ri

kt

)1/2

= kp[M]

(
kd [I]

kt

)1/2

(1.7)

Apart from polymerization mechanism, the technique applied also plays a fun-
damental role in polymer industry. There are four commonly used methods for
performing polymerization: bulk, solution, suspension, and emulsion (Fig. 1.3).
Meanwhile, polymers can be also prepared in the gas or vapor state, in a plasma
environment, and in the solid phase.
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 Bulk
(+) high yield per reactor
volume, simplest technique,
high-purity polymer
(−) difficult removal of last
traces of monomer, problem of
dissipating heat (in exothermic
reactions) and viscosity  

Phase of reacting system: 
� melt 
� solid

              Solution
(+) easy heat removal and
stirring, homogenous
additives incorporation
(−) small yield per reactor
volume, solvent recovery
step 

  Suspension− Emulsion
(+) good heat transfer, water
as liquid medium

(−) small yield per reactor
volume, polymer recovery 

Fig. 1.3. Polymerization techniques: advantages and drawbacks.

Solid state polymerization (SSP), the book’s primary topic, is associated with
the bulk (or mass) method and is a widely used technique, especially for conden-
sation polymers. When high degrees of polymerization are required, it is used as
an indispensable extension of the melt or solution technique.

1.1.3. Introduction to Solid State Polymerization

Solid state polymerization (SSP) comprises a subcase of bulk polymerization
techniques, used for both step- and chain-growth polymers with strong industrial
interest in condensation polymers. The fundamental principle of the technique
involves heating the starting material in an inert atmosphere or in vacuo, at a
temperature below its melting point but permitting the initiation and propagation
of typical polymerization reactions.

Dry monomers can be submitted to solid state polymerization as well as
solid prepolymers (i.e., low-molecular-weight polymers derived from conven-
tional polymerization techniques). The former process is usually referred as direct
SSP ; meanwhile, in the latter case, post-SSP (SSP finishing) is used to further
increase the molecular weight and to improve processability and end-product
properties, respectively [8–10]. To the same perspective, SSP is proved to be
an efficient recycling technique [11,12], through which the molar mass of the
postconsumer material is increased, thus permitting processing without severe
recycled material deterioration.

The open literature on SSP dates from 1960 (Fig. 1.4); meanwhile, in-house
industrial research and development are also being performed, covering all pos-
sible topics of the process: namely, chemistry, chemical physics, and process
engineering aspects. Based on the SSP references histogram, it can be seen that
the years of high publication activity belong to the period 1960 through 1977.
However, since then, SSP still consists of a continuous investigation topic, pre-
senting an increasing number of patents as the years go by, especially after 1995.
Additionally, SSP expands to different contemporary peak research issues, such as
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Fig. 1.4. History of the number of publications (patents and journals) on solid state
polymerization. (Data from SciFinder Scholar, 2006.)

catalysts and nanocomposites, often serving as a tool to investigate compositional
effects and materials behavior as well as to improve end-product performance.

At this point it should be emphasized that SSP industrial application refers pri-
marily to step-growth polymer production, with polyamides (PAs) and polyesters
(PEs) being the predominant SSP products. Based on its expansion regarding
condensation polymers, the current book focuses on solid state polycondensa-
tion; meanwhile, main issues of solid state polyaddition are presented briefly in
the following section.

1.2. SOLID STATE POLYMERIZATION OF CHAIN-GROWTH
POLYMERS (SOLID STATE POLYADDITION)

Chain-growth polymerization can be carried out in liquids or solutions and also
in the solid phase, by irradiating monomers either at the polymerization tem-
perature or at a lower temperature, and subsequently warming the sample to
obtain a postradiation reaction. Radiation-induced SSP has been studied since
1960 [13–15], and the relevant advantages are first that a range of active species
may be produced so that the chances of successfull induction of polymerization
are enhanced. Second, active centers can be formed throughout a large sample
of monomer, which is not always possible with other techniques.

Pertinent monomers submitted to radiation-induced SSP involve vinyl
or cyclic compounds, such as acrylamide [16–19], vinyl carbazole [16,20],
vinylpyrrolidone [20], N -vinylpyridinium salts [21,22], isobutene, butadiene
[23], phenylacetylene [24], trioxane [25], diketene [26], β-propiolactone
[27], and 3,3-bis(chloromethyl)cycloxabutane [28], without also excluding
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TABLE 1.3. Cyclic Monomer Structures and Derived Polymer Units

Monomer Structure Polymer Repeating Unit

Trioxane
(Tm = 64◦C)

O

H2C CH2

O O

CH2

CH2 O

n

Tetraoxane
(Tm = 120◦C)

OCH2

O

CH2

O CH2

O

CH2 CH2 O

n

3,3-Bis(chloromethyl)
cycloxabutane
(Tm = 18◦C) C

CH2Cl

ClH2C

H2C O

CH2
n

CCH2 CH2 O

CH2Cl

CH2Cl

β-Propiolactone
(Tm = −33.4◦C)

CO O

CH2 CH2

CH 2 CH2 C

O

O

n
Diketene

(Tm = −6.5◦C)
CH2C CH2

CO O
C

CH2

CH2 C

O

O

n

copolymerization. The aforementioned cyclic monomer structures and the
derived polymer repeating units are depicted in Table 1.3.

An important aspect of radiation-induced SSP is the topotacticity achieved:
the extent to which there is three-dimensional correspondence between
the product and its host [29]. In this perspective, the first research efforts
focused on controlling the initiation stage of the polymerization by monomer
orientation within the crystal lattice, so as to increase the polymerization rate
and to form crystalline stereospecific polymers. However, this was not found
feasible in all cases. In vinyl monomers such as acrylamide, the formation of
polymer involves a change in hybridization of the olefinic carbon atoms of
the monomer, which in turn requires a change in the geometrical disposition
of the substituent groups. In the perfect crystal, the available free volume is
insufficient to allow these configurational changes to occur, so polymerization
hardly takes place in the perfect regions of the crystal lattice. As a result, it is
initiated and propagated at other favorable sites in the lattice (i.e., the defects),
resulting, however, in amorphous polymer within the original crystal structure
[30,31].
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TABLE 1.4. Values of Exponent n for Typical
Chain-Growth SSP

Monomer Exponent n

Vinyl Monomers
Acrylamide 0.8
Acrylonitrile 1.0
Styrene 1.07
2,4-Dimethyl styrene 0.9
N-Vinyl carbazole 1.0
N-Vinylpyrrolidone 0.6–0.7
Acetylene 1.25

Cyclic Monomers
β-Propiolactone 1.0
Hexamethylene–cyclotrisiloxane 0.9

Carbonylic Compounds
Formaldehyde 0.65
Acetaldehyde 1.0

Source: Papaspyrides [36].

On the contrary, in cyclic monomers, where the propagation proceeds through
a ring-opening mechanism, the polymer obtained can be well oriented, since
polymerization propagates along one of the crystallographic axis of monomer.
For example, both trioxane and polyoxymethylene, formed by polymerization
of this monomer, have hexagonal crystal structures and in partially polymerized
crystals their c-axes are found to be parallel. The polymer formed is fibrous and
the fibers are aligned in specific orientations with respect to the crystallographic
axes of the parent monomer crystal [32].

Reaction temperature is of great importance for solid state polyaddition, and
the polymerization rate presents its maximum value just below the melting
point of the monomer [15,33,34]. Indicatively, the maximum SSP rate is cited
at −70◦C for β-propiolactone and diketene, 10◦C below its melting point for
3,3-bis(chloromethyl)oxetane (Tm = 18◦C) and in the range 30 to 60◦C for tri-
oxane [27,35]. Arrhenius plots often show marked changes in slope; the initial
rate increases rapidly with temperature up to the maximum value (very close to
Tm), after which it is reduced rapidly as the crystal becomes more disordered and
melts [15].

In conjunction with reaction temperature, the radiation dose rate also plays
an important role, and the polymerization rate of an irradiated monomer is often
expressed as a power (n) of the dose rate [15]. In the literature, there is no univer-
sal expression and the exponent n depends on the monomer structure (Table 1.4).

Finally, the crystal structure itself (i.e., impurities, modification, crystals) size
exercises a strong effect on the relevant SSP process. For instance, acrylonitrile
and trioxane polymerize faster as large crystals, in contrast to acrylamide, where
small crystals favor the polymerization reaction [37]. Furthermore, if a monomer
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exists in more that one crystalline modification, each modification will exhibit
different reactivity in the solid phase. For example, in the case of tributyl vinyl
phosphonium bromide, the less stable form polymerizes faster than the stable
form by a factor of about 2. This difference was attributed to the different collisal
and steric factors governed by the crystal structures, different packing of the
molecules in the two forms, leading to variation in the mobility of the molecules
in the lattice and in the imperfections [38].

Overall, solid state polyaddition induced by radiation constitutes a valuable
method for investigating the mobility of organic molecules within crystalline
and amorphous solids, combined with the nature and distribution of defects and
dislocations on their behavior.

1.3. SOLID STATE POLYMERIZATION OF STEP-GROWTH
POLYMERS (SOLID STATE POLYCONDENSATION)

In condensation polymers, high molecular weights may be reached through solid
state polymerization at temperatures between the glass transition and the onset
of melting. The SSP starting materials can be dry monomers (e.g., polyamide
salt, amino acid) as well as solid prepolymers. The SSP reactions are consid-
ered the same as in the melt method, obeying step-growth chemistry. Moreover,
exchange reactions are suggested to provide a mechanism for end-group func-
tionality, especially in the case of post-SSP.

In Figure 1.5, the condensation schemes of four important step-growth poly-
mers, PA 6, PA 66, PET, and BPA-PC, are presented, emphasizing the fact that the
pertinent reactions are reversible and may reach equilibrium unless the condensate
is sufficiently removed from the reaction zone. In addition to the required chem-
ical affinity of the reactants, physical factors strongly influence SSP processes,
due to the restricted species mobility and the reversible character of condensation
reactions [39–42]. Mass transfer phenomena interfere with the chemical reac-
tion, referring to the reactive end groups and/or to the condensation by-products
(Fig. 1.6). In total, there can be four rate-limiting steps: the intrinsic kinetics of
the chemical reaction, the diffusion of functional end groups, the diffusion of the
condensate in the solid reacting mass (interior diffusion), and the diffusion of the
condensate from the surface of the reacting mass to the surroundings (surface
diffusion).

Accordingly, one should consider that during SSP there can be end-group
diffusion limitations, due to the restricted mobility, which is not the case in the
melt or solution technique. These restrictions become more severe at long reaction
times, when the functional species close to each other have already reacted, their
concentration and distribution have been reduced locally, and the migration of
unreacted chain ends becomes indispensable for the reaction to continue [43,44].
The concept of polymer end-group diffusion during SSP reactions is used in
Chapter 2 to develop a model of molecular morphology and chain movement so
as to explain critical SSP characteristics, such the decrease of SSP rate versus
reaction time.
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(a) Reaction scheme for poly(hexamethylene adipamide) (PA 66)
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Fig. 1.5. Reaction schemes for typical condensation polymers.
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Process steps:

- Chemical reaction: End groups chemical affinity

- Diffusion of end groups: Chain end mobility

- Interior by-product removal through diffusion 

(A) Reacting particles form:
 Powder (spheres)

(B) Reacting particles form:
 Flakes (plane sheets)

X = 0−L L X = 0−L L 

R

(C) Reacting particles form:
 Pellets (cylinders)

Fig. 1.6. SSP chemical and physical steps occurring in the interior and on the surface of
a reacting particle.

Moreover, the condensate removal through diffusion is a prerequisite for high
SSP rates and it is distinguished into interior diffusion (i.e., inside the solid
reacting particle) and surface diffusion (i.e., from the reacting particle surface
to the surrounding atmosphere). Despite this theoretical distinction, interior and
surface diffusion are interlinked and influenced by similar parameters, since both
stages result in eliminating by-product concentration gradients in the reaction
zone, preventing depolymerization and shifting the reaction equilibrium to the
right.

Due to the wide application and investigation of solid state polycondensa-
tion, a more detailed description of relevant process conditions, mechanisms,
and rate parameters follows. The two categories of starting materials, monomers
and prepolymers, are examined separately, considering that the main interest in
monomer SSP is restricted to laboratory scale; meanwhile, prepolymer SSP is
already integrated in production processes.

1.3.1. Monomer Solid State Polymerization (Direct SSP)

There are many monomers capable of undergoing polymerization in the solid
(crystalline) state. The monomer crystals react at a temperature lower than the
melting point (Tm) of both monomer and polymer (Table 1.5) under inert gas or
vacuum or high pressure. In many cases, the direct SSP reactions are topotactic,
and the single-monomer crystals can be converted into polycrystalline polymer
aggregates, permitting the preparation of highly oriented polymers. Polyamide
monomers (salts and amino acids) SSP under high pressure are discussed in
Chapter 6.
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TABLE 1.5. Direct PA SSP Conditionsa and Polymerization Conversion Achieved

Polymer Starting Material SSP Conditions

PA 46 [45] Tetramethylenediammonium adipate T = 151◦C, t = 7 h, p = 0.37
(PA 46 salt, Tm = 190◦C)

PA 66 [45] Hexamethylenediammonium adipate T = 151◦C, t = 7 h, p = 0.27
(PA 66 salt, Tm = 192◦C)

PA 610 [45] Hexamethylenediammonium sebacate T = 138◦C, t = 9.5 h, p = 0.12
(PA 610 salt, Tm = 171◦C)

PA 126 [46] Dodecamethylenediammonium adipate T = 138◦C, t = 14 h, p = 0.90
(PA 126 salt, Tm = 151–152◦C)

PA 1210 [45] Dodecamethylenediammonium sebacate T = 126◦C, t = 8 h, p = 0.25
(PA 1210 salt, Tm = 138◦C)

PA 6 [47] ε-Aminocaproic acid T = 170◦C, t = 12 h, p = 0.98
(Tm = 210–212◦C)

aT , reaction temperature; t , time; p, polymerization conversion.

Despite its laboratory scale, direct SSP presents considerable practical interest,
since polymerization occurs from the beginning in the solid state, and conse-
quently, all the problems associated with the high temperatures of melt technology
(e.g., energy consumption and polymer degradation) are avoided.

a. Prevailing Mechanisms in Direct Solid State Polymerization In many studies
of direct SSP, polymerization is considered to follow the nucleation and growth
model, according to well-known principles of solid state chemistry [48]. As an
example, Frayer and Lando [49] proposed that the PA 66 salt polymerization can
be considered to involve two stages, initiation and propagation. The initiation or
nucleation stage can occur either on the surface of the crystallites or at internal
surfaces within the crystallites, where crystal edges, defects, and impurities may
act as active centers suitably orienting reacting species and facilitating molecular
mobility. Similar is the picture from Macchi et al. [50], who heated single crystals
of ε-aminocaproic acid and found that the kinetics of the process were character-
ized by three steps: an induction period, a subsequent stage in which monomer
disappears at a constant rate, and finally, a slow step of polycondensation of
polyamide chains after exhaustion of the monomer.

Apart from the crystal lattice initial characteristics, significant contribution in
the nucleation stage also seems to have the reacting mass composition. More
specifically, during the initial stages of SSP, the volatile hexamethylenediamine
(HMD) escapes, as has been observed during the SSP of PA 66 and PA 610
salts [51–53] and also of different aromatic polyamide salts [54]. Several mea-
sures have been adopted during PA 66 production to treat HMD loss, such as
introduction of the diamine from the beginning of the polycondensation reac-
tion in an amount sufficient to counteract diamine loss (proposed [NH2]/[COOH]
ratios = 1.1 to 2) [55], the use of nitrogen gas containing HMD, and finally,
the decrease in reaction temperature to minimize HMD loss [56]. In addition,
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for the same reason, a two-step process has been proposed: first the reaction is
carried out under autogenous conditions (pressurized system) to or beyond the
point where diamine ends have reacted; subsequently, the system is vented so
as to remove the water produced and to drive the condensation reaction toward
higher degrees of polymerization [57,58].

In a recent study [51], it was even proved that the HMD loss preceded water
formation and caused partial decomposition of the salt structure. This early evo-
lution, combined with the theory of the nucleation-growth model, suggests an
SSP mechanism. Considering nucleation, the crystal lattice and its characteris-
tics, such as the size of the crystals, the number and type of lattice defects, and
the presence of impurities, may significantly influence polymerization in the solid
state. For instance, crystal edges and defects may in some cases inhibit the prop-
agation of polymerization through physical separation of the polymerizing units,
while in other cases they may act as active centers, since the orientation of the
reacting species at the defective surfaces within the crystallites may differ and
promote nucleation of the polymer phase (initiation stage). Impurities may act by
creating lattice defects which subsequently affect polymerization, may act as a
physical diluent to impede polymerization, or may facilitate molecular mobility
and assist the polymerization [48]. Based on these well-known principles of solid
state chemistry, the early evolution of HMD may be associated with the nucle-
ation stage: The diamine volatilization results in creating new defective surfaces
in the crystal lattice and in increasing the active centers for nucleation of the
polymer phase generated, which is grown further following water formation.

Following nucleation, the growth stage often proceeds unexpectedly. In cases
of hygroscopic monomers and depending on reaction temperature, a transition
has been observed from the solid state to the melt state, dominating in the
moderately organized salt structures of long diamines–diacids with high polar
site concentrations. This phenomenon has been explained by Papaspyrides et al.
[39,45,46,59,60] and correlated with the condensation water accumulation in the
reacting mass. In particular, the water produced during the solid state reaction
hydrates the polar groups of the reactant, and as the amount of water increases,
the crystal structure of the salt is destroyed completely by the formation of
highly hydrated regions. More specifically, the reaction begins at the defective
sites of the monomer crystalline structure, being the active centers of the reac-
tion [Fig. 1.7(a)]. For active centers up to or very near the grain surface, the
water formed can easily be removed to the surrounding heating medium with-
out affecting the reacting mass. On the contrary, in the inner grain, the water
cannot be removed easily and hydrates the polar hydrophilic groups of the salt
structure. In the case of low reaction rates (i.e., low rates of water formation),
an organized accommodation of the by-product within the crystal structure is
performed. As the amount of water accumulated increases, a “highly hydrated”
area of monomer surrounds the active centers. This “highly hydrated” area has
a lower melting point and soon falls in the melt state [Fig. 1.7(b)].

After the formation of these melt areas, the reaction proceeds mainly in the
melt state and the rate is increased considerably, while the water accumulation
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1.7. Solid–melt transition phenomenon (SMT). •, Defects of the monomer crystalline
structure; dark areas, polymer nuclei insoluble in water; shaded areas, highly hydrated and
eventually, melt area. (From Kampouris and Papaspyrides [59] by permission of Elsevier.)

leads to an increase in the total melt area [Fig. 1.7(c)]. Eventually, these melt
areas overlap, which explains the transition of the reaction from the solid to the
melt state (SMT phenomenon) observed experimentally [Fig. 1.7(d)]. As the reac-
tion proceeds, the molecular weight increases, the hygroscopicity of the reacting
system decreases, and finally, the solid character of the system is restored.

Summarizing the prevailing direct SSP mechanisms, a more precise process
definition is that direct SSP often follows the nucleation-growth model, and the
monomer is transformed into polymer at a reaction temperature lower than the
melting point of both monomer and polymer. However, the relevant reaction
rarely takes place in a real solid state, depending on the reaction conditions and
the monomer structure.

b. Significant Rate-Controlling Parameters in Direct Solid State Polymerization
The reaction temperature is probably the most important factor of direct SSP,
due to its interaction with almost all aspects of the process [53]. It can be corre-
lated directly with the intrinsic chemical reaction, the molecular mobility of the
monomer, and the number of active sites on its surface, significantly affecting
nucleation and growth stage duration as well as by-product diffusivity. The higher
the temperature, the shorter the first stage of the SSP reaction, above which the
polymerization rate increases more intensively [47,62]. Therefore, the monomer
SSP processes are usually characterized by high-temperature coefficients; for
example, in the case of amino acids [61] and PA salts [62], the rate doubles with
every 2◦C increment of the reaction temperature, also establishing a maximum
temperature above which quasi-melt transitions are observed. Furthermore, it is
observed that when the melting point of the monomer is high, the temperature
range of SSP becomes wider, the SSP temperature coefficient decreases, and thus
the impact of the reaction temperature on the SSP rate is diminished [61].

By-product diffusion limitations may also occur during a direct SSP process,
and this effect is generally more intense at high operating temperatures, where
the chemical reaction is no longer the controlling step [63–65]. The effect of
by-product diffusion may be concluded when investigating the reacting particle
size and the flow rate of the inert gas. The former is somewhat disregarded by
most researchers, since it was found that its effect is significant for grain sizes
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below 20 to 25 mesh [66]. On the other hand, the surface by-product diffusion
is influenced primarily by the flow of the inert gas [40], and in many cases the
process is found to be diffusion controlled at low flow rates.

Another widely studied parameter of direct SSP is the presence of catalysts ,
used to overcome the slow SSP reaction rate and potential sintering. Acidic,
basic, and neutral compounds have been examined for their catalytic action. In
particular, regarding the acid-catalyzed polyamidation, the activity of catalysts
follows the scheme of the nucleophilic acyl substitution. The proton of an acid
(e.g., H3PO4, H3BO3, H2SO4) becomes attached to the carbonyl oxygen, making
the carbonyl group even more susceptible to nucleophilic attack by NH2 [reac-
tion (1.8)]; oxygen can now acquire the π electrons without having to accept a
negative charge as is in the uncatalyzed substitution shown in (1.9) [67–69].
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Zinc chloride (ZnCl2), phosphoric acid (H3PO4), magnesium oxide (MgO),

boric acid (H3BO3), and others have been examined as catalysts during
melt polycondensation of amino acids or diamines with dicarboxylic acids
[68]. In particular, for the solid state polymerization of ω-amino acids, the
catalytic effectiveness was found to be 1% H3BO3, 0.2% MgO > 0.5%
(COONH4)2 > 0.5% (CH3COO)2Zn > 0.2% Na2CO3 > 0.6% CH3COOH >

0.5% (NH4)2SO4 > 1% SnCl2 [70]. For the SSP of PA 66 salt, reported catalyst
performance is H3BO3 > (COOH)2 > H3PO4 > MgO. On the other hand,
Na2CO3, NaHSO4, and (SiO2)n were proved to be inactive [53].

A variety of catalysis mechanisms are described in the literature. Khripkov
et al. [71] conjecture regarding the SSP of PA 66 salt that the uncatalyzed
polycondensation involves reactions between the end groups of monomers and
propagating polymer chains; the initiation and propagation reactions are carried
out in the defective parts of small crystals of the salt. In catalyzed processes, the
presence of linear oligomers is reported after a short period of SSP reaction; thus,
they assume that polymer chain growth is achieved not only with the reaction
between the monomer and the propagating polymer chain, but also between the
oligomers themselves.
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On the other hand, Katsikopoulos and Papaspyrides [72] correlated the effect
of catalysts to the proposed mechanism of solid-to-melt transition in the PA salts.
It was proposed that the presence of a good catalyst in the reacting structure
contributes to an easier removal of the water formed, away from the reacting
sites (Fig. 1.7). In other words, hydration seems restricted and diffusion of the
water is favored, so that the right-hand reaction is encouraged.

1.3.2. Prepolymer Solid State Polymerization (Post-SSP, Solid State
Finishing)

Post-polymerization in the solid state is carried out on low- or medium-molecular-
weight semicrystalline or amorphous prepolymers at a temperature below their
melting point under inert gas or vacuum [57,64,73–83]. Prepolymers are in the
form of pellets, flakes (mean diameter, d > 1.0mm), or powders (d < 100 μm)
(preextrusion SSP), or even of fibers and thin films (post-extrusion SSP), thus
allowing easier by-product removal. Indicative post-SSP conditions and average
molecular weights achieved are presented in Table 1.6.

The SSP of prepolymers is widely integrated into industrial production pro-
cesses and usually comprises the finishing stage. A characteristic example is that
of polyamide production, and more specifically the case of PA 66, one of the
most important commercial nylons, corresponding to 40% of total PA demand.
Its production is a two- or three-step process, depending on the desired molecular
weight (Fig. 1.8). First, the aqueous solution of PA 66 salt (70 to 90 wt%) is
reacted in an autoclave at temperatures in the range 175 to 200◦C while increasing
the pressure to minimize loss of the volatile organic compounds (e.g., hexam-
ethylenediamine). Then the temperature is increased further (250 to 270◦C) and
the pressure is released to bleed off steam and to drive the condensation reaction
toward polymerization.

While maintaining the same approximate temperature, the melt reaction mix-
ture is held at a low constant pressure (even vacuum) for a sufficient time, which,
however, is restrained due to problems arising from the high melt viscosity, the
difficulties in dissipating heat transfer, and the thermal degradation of polymer.
When high molecular weight is required, post-polymerization in the solid state
may be performed, substantially increasing the degree of polymerization of the
polymer while the material retains its solid shape. For example, a typical value of
number-average molecular weight (Mn) derived from polyamide melt techniques
is in the range 15,000 to 25,000 g mol−1; meanwhile, resins of Mn > 30,000
g mol−1 are required for injection and blow molding and prepared through solid
state finishing [8].

a. Prevailing Mechanisms in Post–Solid State Polymerization Regarding
post-SSP, Zimmerman [43,74] has suggested a two-phase model according
to which the polymerization proceeds by stepwise reactions in the amor-
phous regions of the semicrystalline polymer, where the end groups and
low-molecular-weight substances (condensate, oligomers) are excluded. It is
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TABLE 1.6. Indicative Post–Solid State Polyamidation Conditions and Molecular
Weight Achieved

Prepolymer SSP Conditions Changes in Mean Molecular Weight

PA 6 [44] T = 115–205◦C Mn0 = 2500–18,700 g mol−1

t = 0–24 h Mnt = 18,000–37,000 g mol−1

(t = 24 h)d = 0.2–0.5 mm
QN2 = 1.2 L min−1

PA 46 [67] T = 190–280◦C Mn0 = 2000 g mol−1

t = 0–8 h Mnt = 8200–46,800 g mol−1

(t = 8 h)d = 0.1–0.2 mm
vN2 = 4 cm s−1

PA 6 [82] T = 190–220◦C Mn0 = 17,000 g mol−1

t = 0–12 h Mnt = 24,000–32,000 g mol−1

(t = 12 h)d = 1.2–1.4 mm
QN2 = 0.06 L min−1

PA 46 fibers [81] T = 240–260◦C Mv0 = 41,000 g mol−1

t = 0–4 h Mvt = 60,000–110,000 g mol−1

(t = 2 h)QN2 = 13 L min−1

PA 66 [73] T = 160–200◦C Mn0 = 17,300 g mol−1

t = 0–4 h Mnt = 19,300–25,700 g mol−1

(t = 4 h)d = 1.4–1.7 mm
QN2 = 0.26 L min−1

PA 66 [80] T = 90–135◦C Mn0 = 10,000 g mol−1

t = 0–10 h Mnt = 12,000–20,500 g mol−1

(t = 10 h)d = 1.8 mm
QN2 = 0.7–3.6 L min−1

PA 66 fibers [76,81] T = 220–250◦C Mv0 = 40,000 g mol−1

t = 0–2 h Mvt = 66,000–280,000 g mol−1

(t = 2 h)QN2 = 14 L min−1

assumed that reactions and equilibrium in the amorphous regions are the same
as for a completely amorphous or molten polymer at the same temperature, as
shown in Figure1.5. The diffusion of end groups in the amorphous phase is con-
sidered to occur either through translation of a low-molecular-weight molecule
(oligomers), through motion of terminal segments (segmental diffusion), or
through exchange reactions (chemical diffusion) that allow reactive end groups
to approach to a distance suitable for reaction. These mechanisms determine
different kinetic regimes during post-SSP process, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.

Based on the two-phase model, Duh also proposed that two categories of
end groups exist in the amorphous polymer regions: active and inactive. The
inactive end groups include chemically dead chain ends and functional groups
that are firmly trapped in the crystalline structure and cannot participate in the
reaction [79].
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Fig. 1.8. PA 66 production procedure: (1) PA 66 salt aqueous solution preparation, (2)
solution-melt polymerization, and (3) solid state polymerization.

To summarize, a more accurate post-SSP definition is that during post-SSP,
the prepolymer is heated at a temperature higher than the glass-transition point
(Tg) and lower than its melting point (Tm), so as to make the end groups mobile
enough to react and to promote condensation reactions in the amorphous regions.

b. Significant Rate-Controlling Parameters in Post–Solid State Polymerization
The literature of prepolymer SSP comprises a significantly higher number of
publications than that of direct SSP, due to prepolymer SSP’s industrial use as
a finishing stage. In most studies the effect of the various process parameters is
evaluated and connected to the prevailing chemical and/or physical courses. In
particular, reaction temperature emerges as the most critical parameter, interfer-
ing with the chemical reaction, the mobility of the functional end groups, and
the by-product diffusivity [57,64,76–86]. The dependence of the reaction tem-
perature on the SSP rate constant is indicated by the values of the SSP activation
energy (Ea), reported to be between 43.9 and 340.7 kJ mol−1 in the case of PAs
and between 62.7 and 177.6 kJ mol−1 for polyesters, being in general higher than
those for melt processes [79]. Optimized temperature ranges have been set for
a variety of polymers: 20 to 160◦C below the final Tm, and the most preferred
temperatures are just below Tm [67,68,82,87–91]. Temperature-step processes
are also not excluded, and in some cases they are preferred so as to avoid poly-
mer grain agglomeration through gradual increases in the prepolymer softening
temperature [87,92–95]. In addition, problems related to oligomer formation and
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to initial moisture and impurities in the prepolymer are also reduced in this way
[8,79].

An additional SSP parameter studied is the initial end-group concentra-
tion , which is assumed to affect significantly segmental mobility and diffusion
of the reactive chain ends. The lower the concentration of end groups (the
higher the value of initial number-average molecular weight, Mn0 ), the higher the
number-average molecular weight, Mn, at the end of the SSP reaction [44,67,85].
The high Mn0 value ensures a more effective confinement of the amorphous phase
and therefore a high concentration and homogeneous distribution of reactive chain
ends in the reaction zone according to the two-phase model. A similar explana-
tion is given by Duh [96], who indicates that in a lower-Mn0 prepolymer it is
easier for polymer chains to fit into crystal lattices and to form rigid crystals; as
a result, a greater number of end groups will be trapped and become inactive.
The effect of remelting on the SSP rate is also associated with end-group dif-
fusion; a redistribution of the reactive chain ends is achieved through remelting
the prepolymer some time after starting SSP, shortening end-group distances and
facilitating their reaction [44,65,85,97–100].

Prepolymer geometry and gas flow rate also play important roles, due to the
reversible character of most condensation reactions. In particular, particle size
strongly influences the overall rate when diffusion of the by-product within the
polymer particle (interior diffusion) controls, but this influence gets weaker when
the process is controlled by both diffusion and reaction [85,101]. Accordingly,
smaller prepolymer particles can lead to an increase in the SSP rate due to the
shorter diffusion distance and to the larger particle surface area per unit volume
(S/V ratio) [40,96]. On the other hand, surface by-product diffusion is influenced
principally by the flow of the inert gas: acceleration in the gas flow can increase the
mass and heat transfer rates in the gas–solid system and decrease resistance to the
diffusion of by-product from the particle surface into the bulk of the gas phase [40,
979,102–104]. It is reported that at a given reaction temperature, increasing the gas
flow velocity in the SSP of small-sized PET grains or particles results in changing
the limiting step from surface diffusion control to chemical reaction control [105].

However, it should be mentioned that the effect of these two SSP parameters
is strongly dependent on such chemical reaction characteristics as the equilibrium
constant (Keq), which is proportional to the requirements for by-product removal.
Characteristic is the case of polyamides and polyesters, where the equilibrium
constant for PAs is hundreds of times larger than that for polyesters, and much
higher by-product concentration can thus be tolerated in the first case, having
much less severe removal requirements [40]. For example, in polyamides, Keq

varies between 100 and 750, depending on the water content in the reacting
system [67,106–108]; meanwhile, the relevant values for transesterification and
esterification, used widely in PET melt condensation models, are 0.5 to 1 and
1.25, respectively. Correlating these Keq values with SSP data, it was found that
in the case of PET SSP, a decrease in the particle diameter from 0.266 cm to
0.14 cm results in reducing the residence time by 56%, whereas the relative
decrease in PA 66 SSP is only 3% [40].
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Crystallinity (φw or φv) is thought to influence the SSP rate due to its inter-
action with other controlling critical parameters, such as end-group mobility and
by-product diffusion, and its effect is often two-sided theoretically. In particu-
lar, based on the two-phase model, SSP reactions in the amorphous phase are
anticipated to be favored in well-crystallized semicrystalline polymers, where an
increase in φw leads to higher concentration of end groups rejected in the amor-
phous phase and thus to an increase in the reaction rate [85,87,101]. On the other
hand, the escape of by-products from the reacting mass may be hindered by a
high degree of crystallinity [92] due to diffusion restrictions set by the rigid and
well-organized crystal lattice. Notably, the φw effect is not a one-way determining
agent and is strongly correlated with the reaction rate–controlling mechanism.
In by-product-diffusion-limited reactions, high crystallinity reduces the SSP rate
by imposing a higher degree of resistance to mass transfer, whereas in chemical
reaction–controlled process, high crystallinity results in an increased SSP rate
because of the effect of concentrating end groups in the amorphous regions [63].
It has been suggested that for optimum behavior, the reacting particles should
have sufficiently high crystallinity to prohibit particle agglomeration [40,109];
specifically, Wu et al. [85] proposed a value of 40%. On the other hand, con-
tradictory opinions have been expressed concerning the change of crystallinity
during SSP. According to Wu et al. [85], crystallinity can be assumed constant
in SSP. By contrast, Li et al. [92] observed that the crystal perfection and/or size
gradually increase during the SSP of PA 66 and PET. Kim et al. [63] observed
that PET crystallinity increases significantly within the first few hours of SSP
and then stabilizes, showing only small variations with increased reaction time.
Finally, Vouyiouka et al. [110] found a slight decrease of crystallinity during PA
66 post-SSP. This trend was attributed to the increase in molecular weight, which
inhibited chain folding in the crystalline phase, clearly for mobility reasons. Syn-
ergistic action for the crystallinity decrease observed was also thought to exhibit
potential exchange reactions occurring during SSP, which induce morphological
changes in the polymer structure through creating loops and bridges and therefore
producing structural reorganization of the amorphous and crystalline regions of
the polymer.

Finally, the use of catalysts currently constitutes a significant area of research
into overcoming slow reaction rates, the main drawback in industrial use of SSP.
Due to its importance, an entire chapter (Chapter 5) is devoted to this subject. In
particular, the addition of easily diffusing mainly acidic compounds (e.g., H3PO4,
H3BO3, H2SO4) leads to higher reaction rates, whereas in their absence the reac-
tion rate is limited by diffusion of the autocatalyzing acid chain-end groups
[44]. In PA SSP, examples of catalysts used are mainly phosphorus compounds
such as 2-(2′pyridyl)ethyl phosphonic acid (PEPA) and sodium and manganous
hypophosphite [8,109]. It should be mentioned here that the moisture in the pellets
is considered to deactivate the catalyst; therefore, evaporation of water from the
surface should be encouraged by the use of a low-dew-point inert gas [8]. The use
of thermoplastic polyurethane [111] and of sterically hindered hydroxylpheny-
lalkylphosphonic ester or monoester [112] as reaction accelerators has been
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Fig. 1.9. Molecular structures of the phosphonates used as catalysts in PA 66 SSP. (From
Pfaender et al. [112], with permission.)

proposed. More recently, hydroxyphenylmethyl phosphonate esters (Fig. 1.9)
were found to catalyze the post-polyamidation in the solid phase through increas-
ing the solution relative viscosity of the product up to 57% compared to the
uncatalyzed process. This catalytic efficiency was correlated with the structure of
the phosphonates: more specifically, to the additive mobility within the solid poly-
mer, implying the possibility of partial incorporation of the catalyst molecule into
the polyamide structure as an end group [110]. Finally, recent publications on PET
SSP indicate the catalytic effect of nanomaterials such as montmorillonite [113]
and silica [114] as a result of increasing the nucleation sites for polymerization.

1.4. SOLID STATE POLYMERIZATION APPARATUS AND ASSEMBLIES

SSP processes are characterized by simple equipment requirements, low reaction
temperatures, and the need for an oxygen-free atmosphere, achieved through inert
gas flow, vacuum, or high pressure. The choice of one of these three alternatives
depends mainly on the application scale and starting material. A vacuum process
is usually preferred for small capacity production, since on a larger scale the
danger of oxygen rushing in and subsequent oxidation and coloration of the
polymer is enhanced [115,116]. High pressure (196 to 490 MPa) can be applied
in the case of monomers so as to provide well-oriented polymers, but it gives
low polymerization rates, due to the high by-product diffusion resistance [117].

On the other hand, inert gas flow is used widely on an industrial or bench scale
to serve three objectives: to remove the condensate, to exclude oxygen from the
reactor atmosphere in order to inhibit polymer oxidation, and to heat the react-
ing mass. The drawback here relates to the energy requirements for heating and
drying the gas. The inert gases used most often in SSP processes are nitrogen,
carbon dioxide, helium [118,119], superheated steam [67], and supercritical car-
bon dioxide [102,103,120,121]. In addition, three alternatives exist for the inert
surroundings:

1. Heating under continuous inert gas flow (open system), where by-product
removal is ensured [44,67,76,92,102,122]; this is used primarily in
post-SSP.
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2. Heating in an inert gas atmosphere (closed system) under low overpres-
sure, where the loss of monomers and oligomers is hindered [52,123]. This
system was used primarily in earlier decades during monomer SSP.

3. A combination of the aforementioned two systems in which first, heating is
carried out in an inert atmosphere (closed system) and later, inert gas passes
(open system) [56,57]. The latter comprises the advantages of both systems
and provides maintenance of the monomers in the reactor and satisfactory
removal of the by-product in order to favor the polymerization reaction.

The SSP reactions can be performed in a variety of apparatus (plug and batch
flow reactors) depending on the scale: for example, in glass tubes [44,77,92,124],
in fluidized- and fixed-bed reactors [78,93,125], in rotating flasks [122], in tum-
bler dryers [67,76,116,118], in an inert liquid medium [47,48,60,75,126], in
vertical reactors with stirring blades [127], and in rotating blenders [128]. The
process layout may also comprise inert gas recycling circuit and cleaning appa-
ratus (e.g., bag filters, gas washing, catalytic gas cleaning), so as to remove
vaporous reaction by-products, oligomers, and atmospheric oxygen that has pen-
etrated (Fig. 1.10) [126]. Details on PET SSP industrial processes are given in
Chapter 8 when we discuss recent developments.

In many cases, heat and mass transfer as well as sintering problems are over-
come through mechanical agitation of a solid’s reacting particles [93,94,129].
Additionally, microwave energy has been used to increase the SSP rate through
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exciting and heating the condensate in a polymer, thus allowing higher diffu-
sion rates [87,95]. However, despite the promise, this technique has not yet been
employed on an industrial scale.

1.5. SOLID STATE APPLICATIONS IN THE POLYMER INDUSTRY

1.5.1. Solid State Polymerization Advantages

Solid state polymerization, especially post-SSP, has important advantages that
render its use attractive. First, it is employed as an extension of the melt tech-
nique for the production of high-molecular-weight resins. Melt-based techniques
are usually not carried out to high conversion, so as to prevent the thermal
degradation of the product as well as various problems arising from melt vis-
cosity increase, such as stirring, heat and mass transfer dissipation, and reactor
handling [8,126].

SSP polymers often have improved properties, because monomer cyclization
and other side reactions are limited or even avoided, due to the low SSP operating
temperatures [115]. Only linear chains seem to be formed [47] and SSP products
usually show greater heat stability in the molten state than those samples prepared
in the melt phase [129,130]; on the other hand, they contain small amounts of
monomers and oligomers, so that no stage of monomer removal is needed [131].

Furthermore, the molecular weight increase during SSP may be accompa-
nied by an increase in crystallinity and crystal perfection [76] while drying the
polymer, which is important because of the moisture-negative effect on resin
processability for yarn manufacture [77]. In addition, there is practically no envi-
ronmental pollution because a solvent is not used, the process requires simple
equipment, and operation can be continuous [92].

1.5.2. Post–Solid State Polymerization Application in Polyamides

To provide an overview of SSP application and current significance in the poly-
mer industry, a case study of SSP commercialization and products is presented.
Polyamides are examined with respect to market demands and segmentation
for the relevant SSP polymers (i.e., the polyamide fragment, which is produced
through SSP). In particular, SSP PAs are high-molecular-weight resins suitable for
[132] (1) industrial filament yarns, accounting for 15% of the total PA demand;
(2) carpet fibers, counting for 16% of total PA demand; and (3) engineering
plastics to prepare molded products and films through injection and extrusion,
accounting for 34% of total PA demand.

The sum of the percentages above reflect SSP PA demand: 65% of total
polyamide consumption is anticipated to be produced through SSP as a finishing
stage. And in particular, based on 2004 data [132], this number corresponds to
nearly 4200 kilotons out of 6440 kilotons of total demand.

The SSP PAs can be segmented further by application sector. Engineering
SSP polyamides end up in the automotive industry processed through injection
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molding (29.9%), in other industrial markets (28.5%), in electrical and electronic
(E&E; 21.8%), in films processed through extrusion (11%), and for other uses
(8.8%) [133]. The SSP PA demand by application is depicted in Table 1.7. The
four major sectors for SSP PAs are carpet fiber, industrial, automotive, and E&E,
with percentages of 11 to 25%, while film covers 6% of SSP products.

The development areas for SSP products are definitely engineering plastics
in automotive (i.e., underhood, interior, exterior) and E&E applications (e.g.,
cable ties, connectors, plugs, switches). Automotive engineering continues to be
the application segment with the highest consumption of engineering PAs, since
PAs are replacing metal in a large number of applications. In particular, the
relevant growth rate is up to seven times higher than that of the fiber market, due
mainly to the strong competition from lower-cost materials, such as PET fibers
[133–136].

Considering that PA 6 and PA 66 are the most popular polyamides, accounting
for more than 90% of PA uses, one could also estimate the distribution of SSP
processes per polyamide type. In particular, based on the demand for PA 6, PA
66, and high-performance polyamides (HPPAs) such as PA 11, PA 12, PA 46,
PA 612 with respect to SSP applications [132], figures for the SSP processes
per polyamide type can be assessed (Table 1.8), showing that more than the half
(57%) of the SSP processes are related to PA 6 prepolymers. There is also strong
interest in the specialty polyamides, which have an estimated capacity of 250
kilotons and a consumption of 200 kilotons in 2007, and the annual average
growth rate of consumption is expected to exceed 8% in the coming years [137].

Finally, based on the largest polyamide producers, in 1995 North America was
the largest regional PA consumer (35% of global consumption), with Asia/Pacific
excluding Japan following (22% of global consumption), also reflecting the rel-
evant SSP assets. By 2015 it is estimated that Asia/Pacific excluding Japan will
account for 35% of global PA consumption, followed by North America (26%
of global consumption) [137].

TABLE 1.7. Segmentation of SSP PA Consumption Based on 2004 Figures

SSP PA Applications Kilotons SSP PAs (%)

Fibers
Carpet fibers 1030 25
Industrial yarns 966 23

Engineering PAs
Automotive 655 16
Other industrial markets 624 14
E&E 477 11
Film 241 6
Others 193 5

Total 4186
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TABLE 1.8. Distribution of SSP PA Consumption by Polyamide Type and
Application Based on 2004 PA Total Demand

Polyamide Type

SSP PA Demand (wt%) for: PA 6 PA 66 HPPA

Carpet and industrial fibers 26 16
Engineering plastics 25 22 3
Film 6 1

Total 57 39 4

1.6. CONCLUSIONS

Solid state polymerization (SSP) processes are widely used in the commercial
production of polyamide and polyester to increase the degree of polymerization
and to improve the quality of the end product. The most important commercial
advantages of SSP focus on the use of uncomplicated, inexpensive equipment and
on avoiding some of the drawbacks of conventional polymerization processes. In
this chapter we provide a theoretical background on the fundamentals of step-
and chain- growth polymerization and on using the solid state technique. We also
define SSP, presenting its main characteristics, such as prevailing mechanisms,
process parameters, apparatus required, and assemblies and applications.
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